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STATE OF UTAH, 
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IN THE UTAH SUPREME COURT 
STATE OF UTAH 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The recent actions of the Utah legislature, to "clarify" the 
use of multiple offenses in cases of possession of "child 
pornography" militates in favor of Appellant's argument that the 
statute was not sufficiently clear before the changes to allow 
multiple prosecutions for possession. 
Defendant has been subjected to cruel and unusual punishment 
for the crime(s) charged; and he does have standing to object to 




RECENT AMENDMENTS TO THE STATUTE ON SEXUAL EXPLOITATION DO NOT 
SUPPORT THE STATE'S ARGUMENT THAT MULTIPLE COUNTS WERE POSSIBLE 
BEFORE THE AMENDMENT. 
The State, in Point III of its brief, contends that recent 
changes to the statute prohibiting sexual exploitation of minors 
do nothing but clarify that statute. In doing so, the State is 
arguing in circles. The Utah legislature, in its recently 
completed 2000 general session, amended the sexual exploitation 
of a minor statute to specify that mere possession of multiple 
images of multiple minors are separate offenses. The State calls 
this an attempt to "make clear" what was already true. What the 
State seems to be saying is that the statute needed 
clarification, and was not clear in allowing, or even requiring, 
multiple counts of felony offenses for simple possession of child 
pornography. It is fundamental to American concepts of Due 
Process of Law to apply a criminal statute in such a way as to 
render it too vague for an ordinary person to interpret it. See 
Salt Lake City v. Lopez, 935 P.2d 1259 (Utah App. 1997). If the 
legislature could not be sure believed the statute needed to be 
"clarified", then it did, as a matter of law. The legislature's 
rush to "clarify" the severity of the punishment does not do what 
the State suggests it does. In fact, it has exactly the opposite 
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effect. It tells us that the statute was not clear in demanding 
the more severe penalty; and therefore the penalty cannot be 
demanded. 
POINT II 
DEFENDANT DOES HAVE STANDING TO ASSERT ARGUMENTS AGAINST CRUEL 
AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT. 
The State, in Point IV of its brief, suggests that Defendant 
has no standing to suggest that the multiple counts with which he 
has been charged and stand convicted, constitute a cruel and 
unusual punishment. The State suggests that, because nhe 
sentencing has been concurrent, no harm has really been done. If 
nothing were accomplished by filing the multiple counts, and 
insisting on multiple guilty pleas, the State would not have done 
it. In fact, the State has condemned Defendant to a record of 
multiple sex offenses which he will carry writh him for the rest of 
his life, as such offense are exempt under § 77-18-11(11) U.C.A., 
from the provisions of the criminal procedure code allowing 
expungement. Those who review his record for employment, who 
become aware of the record in other circumstances, can be expected 
to misunderstand the nature of the offenses, and to regard him as 
some kind of monster. Defendant stands to be ostracized from 
society based, in part, on the wild imaginations of those who will 
assume a multiple history of sex offenses. Such ostracism, when 
orchestrated deliberately by the State, certainly can and should' 
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constitute a violation Defendant's right to be free from cruel and 
unusual punishment. 
Additionally, if Defendant should be charged to any further 
offense, he will be treated more harshly, even if that offense has 
nothing to do with sexual exploitation of a minor. A Prosecutor 
can be expected to prosecute more aggressively; and a Court can be 
expected to sentence more harshly. Under the present 
circumstances, these expected results are indeed cruel and unusual 
punishment in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendant is entitled to a determination that the statute 
under which he is charged is void for vagueness, or for 
constitutional overbreadth. In the alternative, his convictions of 
multiple offenses should be consolidated into a charge and 
conviction of a single offense. 
DATED this // day of September, 2000. 
W. ANDREW MCCULLOUGH, L.L.C. 
W. Andrew McCullough J 
Attorney for Defendant/ and 
Appellant 
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